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Editorial
Special issue, TOPOSYM 2011
This special issue of Topology and its Applications contains a selection of papers presented at TOPOSYM 2011, an inter-
national conference held in Prague, on August 7–August 12, 2011.
The 11th Topological Symposium, International Conference on General Topology and its Relations to Modern Analysis
and Algebra (known in short as TOPOSYM), was organized under the auspices of The Center for Theoretical Study (CTS), the
institute jointly established and run by Charles University in Prague and the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic and
the Mathematical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences.
This scientiﬁc meeting has been traditionally organized in Prague since 1961 when Eduard Cech initiated the ﬁrst of the
symposia. The programme always covers a wide range of contemporary general topology. The 11th run was no exception
and lectures covered set theoretical topology, topological groups, topological dynamics, descriptive set theory, categorial
topology, continuum theory, function spaces and others. The Programme was divided into parallel contributed and plenary
lectures. Plenary lectures were given by Spyros Argyros (National Technical University of Athens), Bernardo Cascales (Univer-
sidad de Murcia), Dikran Dikranjan (Udine University), Alan Dow (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Eli Glasner (Tel
Aviv University), Petr Hájek (Institute of Mathematics, Czech Academy of Sciences), Logan C. Hoehn (University of Alabama
at Birmingham), István Juhász (Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathematics), Tamás Mátrai (Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathemat-
ics), Jan van Mill (Vrije Universiteit), Arnold Miller (University of Wisconsin), Lex Oversteegen (University of Alabama at
Birmingham), Masami Sakai (Kanagawa University), Dmitri Shakhmatov (Ehime University), Slawomir Solecki (University of
Illinois), Mikhail Tkachenko (Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana), Vera Trnková (Charles University), Todor Tsankov (Uni-
versité Paris Diderot) and Lyubomyr Zdomskyy (Kurt Gödel Research Center for Mathematical Logic). Many of the abstracts
and slides from the talks are available at http://www.toposym.cz.
I would like to express my thanks to all TOPOSYM participants and speakers for their interesting contributions as well
as to the authors of the presented papers and especially to all who participated in organizing the conference. Last but not
least, I would like to thank Petr Simon for being the guest editor of this special issue of Topology and its Applications.
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